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Ed note: Your picture could be on the cover of a 
future Clipper, but you first have to bring something to 
“show and tell”  or be the program.- so, join the fun. 

  Next Meeting:  Thursday 

July 28, 7:00 pm   
SARATOGA FIRE HOUSE 

Corner Saratoga Ave and Saratoga Hwy 
Park in rear and enter thru front door 

Goodie Schedule - page 2 
Thanks to Dave Lewis for the June Goodies! 

Thanks to Lescher for the Coffee! 
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Society of Antique Modelers                                                    Chapter 21 

   AMA Charter Club No.1470 

SAM      CLIPPER 
( official newsletter of  
the  Black Jack Club) 

   in this  issue: 
 
 

 P.2   -  2011 SAM WESTERN REGION  CALENDAR   

 P.3  -  JUNE MINUTES AND MEETING PICS 

 P.4  -   … FROM THE RIGHT SEAT - a letter from Switzerland 

 P.5  -   IN MEMORIAM - GEORGE JOKI, BOB VON KONSKI 

 P.6  -   SAM 51 HOSTS SCHMIDT RANCH FUN FLY 

 P.7  -   HERITAGE PAGE  

 P.8  -   THE FUNNY PAGE?  

 P.9  -   BREAKING NEWS-SAM 21 EXCLUSIVE, EURO CHAMPS RESULTS 

 P.10 -  OFFICER ROSTER AND MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 

Left:  
Unidentified mother and 

son enjoy watching the ac-
tivities on the flight line at 
the Schmidt Ranch in 2007. 

This is the future of SAM; 
youth, something we should 
be concentrating upon.  

All of us can be teachers, 
we just need to set up a 
classroom in whatever facil-
ity we have available, and 
look for students who may 
be interested in using their 
brain and hands and start 
simply. 
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2011 “GOODIE”  
Schedule 

 

Here are the choices for the year, by  
alphabetical order on the roster excusing 
those who normally do not attend meet-
ings on a regular basis.  

If you cannot  accommodate this 
schedule,  then it will be your  responsibil-
ity to “volunteer”/coerce another member 
to take your place.  And, If you feel ‘The 
Call‘ (and aren’t on this list), please call 
one of the unfortunate souls on the list 
and offer to take their place.   
 

JANUARY        Gurney 
FEB               Roselle 
MARCH         Sargent 
APRIL               Joki 
MAY             Leopold 
JUNE                Lewis 
JULY             Marshall 
AUGUST          Chichilitti  
SEPT             Henry Smith 
OCT             Saso  
NOV             Vanderbeek 
DEC              Dowling 

  2011    SAM  WEST COAST  EVENT SCHEDULE
                        Revised 5-01-11 cwc       Italics are  PRELIMINARY Dates—
Subject to Change! 
 

Month Sat Sun Event     
JAN    1   2       
JAN   15          16             1/15-16  SOUTHWEST REGIONALS, Eloy Az   
JAN   22 23 NCFFC Awards Luncheon  & raffle—bring something... 
JAN   29  SAM 21  BANQUET— HOLDER’s Country Inn, Cupertino 
 

FEB   5   6       
FEB 12 13      
FEB 19 20  
FEB 26 27 Sunday Only - SGMA Spring Bash  FF/RC  Waegell field 
 

MAR   5   6    
MAR 12 13   
MAR 19 20 
MAR 26 27 SAM 26  SPRING ANNUAL RC  Taft, Ca   805-739-0329    
  

                                                Fri/Sat  SABBATINI COLLECTO—Fresno  559-287-1717  
   

APR    4 (Sunday  Easter) 
 

APR 9 10 Saturday Only - NCFFC Sierra Champs   FF/RC  Waegell field 
APR 16 17  
APR 23 24 SAM 21 Speed 400 - S- 400 & 1/2A TEXACO contest—Dwarfs 
 
APR 30     MAY 1            NCFFC Nor Cal Champs - FF only    Waegell field.  
 
MAY   7   8 SAT 5/8  WOH OPEN HOUSE  (Sunday is Mother's Day) 
MAY 14 15  
MAY 21 22 SAM 21 RANCH ROMP  Schmidt Ranch   
 

MAY 29 30 Monday 5/30 ...Memorial Day  
 

JUNE  4             5 
JUNE 11 12      
JUNE 18 19 Sunday  6/12(Father's Day)  
JUNE 25 26            Saturday 6/25 Only - NCFFC Champs Waegell field 
 

JULY       4                              Monday 7/4 Independence Day  
JULY 2 3 
JULY 9 10 
JULY 16 17   
JULY 23 24 SAM 30 Annual  - Schmidt Ranch     
JULY 30            31 
 
AUG   6   7  
AUG 13 14  
AUG 20 21 
AUG 27 28 
 

SEPT   3   4 Monday 9/5 Labor Day 
 

SEPT 11 12 Sept 12th only - SGMA Combo  Waegell field  
SEPT 18 19  
SEPT 24 25 SAM 27 CRASH & BASH  Schmidt Ranch 
 
 

OCT   1   2 2nd - 7th - SAM CHAMPS Boulder City, NV. 
OCT   8   9   
OCT 15 16 SAM 21  S- 400 & 1/2A TEXACO contest—DWARFs 
OCT         22 23   
OCT 29 30 SAM 26 - JOHN POND COMMEMORATIVE XXXVI,(36th) Taft, CA 
   Sunday Only 10/30 - SGMA  Fall Contest   FF/RC    Waegell field. 
 
NOV   5   6  SAT NOV 5th -  SAM 21 MECA COLLECTO Vanderbeek’s warehouse 
    Sunnyvale, CA 
NOV 12 13  
NOV 19 20   
NOV 26 27 Thursday 11/24 Thanksgiving Day  
 

DEC   3   4 
DEC 10 11  
DEC 17 18  
DEC 24 25 Sunday 12-25 Christmas Day 
 
JAN                  1  NEW YEARS DAY 2012 

VISIT SAM 21 Website:  
www.SAM-21.ORG       

January 27 
February 24 
March  24 
April 28 
May 26 
June 23 
July 28 

August 25 
September 22 

October 27 
November 17 

  (due to Thanksgiving Conflict) 
December 15 

 (due to Christmas Conflict) 

2011 Meeting Dates 
 

7:00 p.m.  
  

@ SARATOGA FIRE  
DEPARTMENT  

 

Corner Saratoga Ave &  
Sunnyvale-Saratoga Hwy 
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     MINUTES OF SAM 21 MEETING   
                       JUNE 28, 2011 

FROM THE JUNE MEETING ... 

 Meeting was called to order by President Brian 
Sargent at 7:03 PM.  There were 3 guests:  Ken 
Martinez, Al Montiel and Janet Roselle.  Twelve 
members were present.  The minutes of the May 
meeting were approved with one correction. 
 

Correspondence:   SAM 21 received a letter from 
the Wings of History thanking us for our donation 
and for participating in their open house last month. 

 

 Treasurers Report:  Lescher Dowling handed out a report on 
our annual contest, plus other items.   The annual contest had 
expenses of $871.10 and gross income of $956.50 for a net 
profit of $85.40. He also reported that he had completed the 
annual AMA membership report and renewed the AMA charter 
for 2011. 
 

 Contest Report:  Dave Lewis advised that SAM 30 is holding 
their annual contest at Schmidt Ranch on July 23/24, 2011.  It’s 
a 2 day contest running the usual SAM events.  Pres. Sargent 
advised he has a pretty big truck that could haul planes and 
people up to the SAM 30 contest. If you need a ride, or some-
thing hauled, contact him. 
 

 New Business:  Bill Copeland passed around examples of 
the generic SAM 21 business cards he has made up. He dis-
tributed some and will make up more. 
Jake Chichilitti says that he talked to the officials of PCC 
about SAM 21 using their flying field periodically and PCC ap-
proved the concept.  Jake suggested we fly on certain Fridays.  
He’ll firm up a date and notify the members by E-mail.  Jake 
has also made a brass plaque to present to Miriam Schmidt in 
appreciation of her letting us use her ranch for our annual con-
test.  He’ll also get one for Bill Vanderbeek in appreciation for 
making up the contestant plaques for our annual contests.  
  

Bill Vanderbeek also reported on allowing SAM 21 to use his 
building for the SAM 21 Collecto in November.  He will coordi-
nate with the chairman – to be named.  Bill said that there are 
ample tables and chairs available. He also brought up that the 
Oakland Cloud Dusters are planning to hold an auction of a 
couple of their member’s model collection at the same location 
that day.  
  

Noel Eberhardt talked about an upcoming open house event 
at the South County field. He suggested that our club might 
want to have 2 or 3 models do flight demos and static displays.   
The event is set for July 9-10 from 9 AM to 3 PM with free ad-
mission. 
 

Show & Tell:  Bill Vanderbeek showed his Garami designed 
Strato-Streak free-flight, very neatly done in red and white and 
powered with an Atom .09.  Bill also showed the fuselage of a 
GEEF he is building and talked about several building innova-
tions he has made to it. 
 

 Fred Terzian passed around some pictures of the Oakland 
Cloud Dusters taken in the early 1940’s.  Also Fred showed his 
A-2 glider called the “Continental”, designed by Jerry Ritz from 
around 1960.  It has a very high-aspect ratio wing and was a 
straight tow (circle towing hadn’t been invented yet). 
Bill Copeland showed his Li’l Viking  for Speed 400 with a wing 
area of 315 sq. in.  Covered with  Coverite Coverlight which Bill 
doesn’t recommend  (it curls) but is really light.  He hasn’t flown 
it yet. 
Guest Ken Martinez showed a partially built Tercel, a small 
tow-line glider. 
 

 Respectfully submitted; Dave Lewis, Secretary. 

Above: Guest, Ken Marti-
nez, brought framed up 
“Tercel” towline glider to 
“Show and Tell”. Sign him 
up! 

Above: What’ this guy laughing at?  - the 

wing appears to be on right - Copeland  

with new Speed 400 BMJR L’il; Viking - 

look out “27” 

Left: Bill Vander-
beek describes 
mods he has made 
to his new GEEF 
free flight for the 
Boulder City SAM 
Champs. 

Right: Bill Vanderbeek 
with new Arden .19 pow-
ered Garami “Strato 
Streak” - for the 2011 
SAM Champs 

Left: Fred Terzian shows Old 
time “Continental” A-2 Towline 
Glider. 
 

Below: Former SAM 21 mem-
ber, Al Montiel, visiting with 
familiar long time members 
including Leopold, right, 
Lewis - in hat, and Roselle. 
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    …  N o t e s  F ro m  
T h e  R i g h t  S e a t 

 

Strings Too Short To Save ... 

The Link Of The Month: Ever wonder about the 
effects of vortex generators? Take a look at this video 
… http://gallery.me.com/viktorstrausak#100271 

A Bad Summer For SAM 21 … 
 

No doubt the worst part of editing a newsletter like 
the Clipper is reporting sad news. It seems like old ‘21 
is “snakebit” as we saunter into the summer of 2011. 

The sad news follows: 
SAM 21 has taken an entirely unexpected triple 

“hit” since we last met, here in these pages. 
First was the news of the passing of George Joki 

(see page 5)  
As if that was not enough, we have subsequently 

learned that Bob Vonkonski passed away on Sunday 
the July 10th in El Camino hospital in Los Gatos. (also 
see page 5)  

But wait, unfortunately there’s more. It was 
learned in a conversation with Bill Alberta’s wife Norma, 
in Red Lodge MT, that Bill, one of George’s closest 
friends, is in a continuing struggle with cancer and as 
this is written is undergoing Chemo therapy. No prog-
nosis as yet. 

I’m sure we all know what to do … 

A Letter to the Editor … from Switzerland! 
 

A European Opinion  
I read in the June issue of the SAM 21 Clipper the “Notes 

From the Right Seat”.  
I fully agree with the remark on the height reached by our 

models.  I regularly check on my flights using a data logger. I 
release the glider at about 300 feet, my LMR electrics climb to 
over 1,200 feet (European rules), I feel that with the USA rules 
the height is lower, but I feel still very important. 

I have no record of flight with i.c. (internal combustion) 
engines. because where I fly in Switzerland or France, the 
models with i.c. engines are banned for noise reasons, but a 
couple of years ago I had the opportunity to check the ceiling of 
two Texaco flights, the first reached “only” 2,150 feet and the 
second 1.920 feet …no comment.  

When I was flying full scale gliders, 2,000 feet above ground 
was the normal height of release from the tow plane. From that 
height I was able to make some 300 km (more or less 190 
miles) flights.   

A model flying at that altitude can be easily lost from sight 
and could land outside the field, possibly creating damage. Last 
year a model, not an O.T., crashed in France on the roof of a 
supermarket missing by a few feet, a crowded park on a 
Saturday afternoon. Two months ago, near Geneva, an o.o.s 
model crashed in the garden of a hospital. Two nurses were 
spared possible injury by a tree in which the model crashed. 

On top of the security matter caused by models flying too 
high, we should also take into account an aeronautical rule (at 
least in Europe) imposing a difference of 500 feet for airplane 
crossing when flying on VFR rules. This means that the 
maximum height the model should reach, in order to comply to 
this rule is just 500 feet. The French Model Airplane Association 
(FFAM) has decided, in accordance with the Air Traffic Control 
Authority, to officially limit the height for models to 500 feet. In 
certain cases, with the agreement of the A.T.C.A., it is possible 
to raise the ceiling limit for a special event or in selected areas, 
but can also be lowered. Where I fly near Nice, the ceiling is 
700 feet.,  

In Persan Beaumont, North West of Paris, where the only 
RC assisted  event is held in France, the ceiling is just 200 feet  
I have competed there many times, and found the low ceiling 
was not disturbing, The result is lower max times, but allows 
more flights !! 

If a glider can successfully compete if launched from “only” 
300 feet, why must the other classes compete from a higher 
engine run altitude? 

Why is SAM not addressing this issue?  If AMA approves a 
change, it will be very likely be followed by European rules, 
which are generally driven by USA rules. 
 

Gianco Lusso Geneva July 2011 
 
 

… any other comments anyone would like to add? 

Editor Note: Letters from readers are encouraged. Let us know what 
is on your mind - we will help you with editing. E-mail is OK or text, 
preferably in MS Word. Your pictures are also welcome. The more res 
the better - kindly include proposed captions)  

Now For Some Good News … 
Dave Lewis reminded me that there was an important 
article in the June issue of FLY RC magazine relating to 
the “rebirth” of the Cox .049 engines that will be of inter-
est to 1/2 A and 1/2 A Texaco builders/fliers. 
Seems Like Cox International has purchased all Cox 1/2 
A product and has started to make available engines, 
parts, accessories and some new innovations such as 
the RC carburetor. Propellers are also being made avail-
able, The new engines start at $34.95 and can be had in 
various versions ie. With or without tanks, various 
heads, throttled or non throttled. Check them out at: 
www.coxengines.ca , or call (877) 769-1779. 
Let the rules review begin ……. 

Bear with us here: Couldn’t resist inserting this “unrelated” picture. The Lewis’ 
and the Copelands attending their 63rd, yes we said 63rd, HS graduation reun-
ion luncheon, held recently in Stockton, CA. Note Dave smiling? Not the girls!! 
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In Memoriam ... 

Above: Right, George, with his best friend Bill 
Alberta, competes at the 2007 SAM Champs 

Above: George, with his Speed 400 Playboy  
Cabin  at Dwarfs - October 2010 

GEORGE JOKI 

Above: George, at Wings of History - Mor-
gan Hill - October 2010 

BOB VONKONSKI 

Above: Bob at the May meeting of SAM 21 

George and Bob will both be sorely  
missed and long remembered….. 

Above: Bob prepares the  
Valkerie for flight 
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SAM 51 FUN FLY AT SCHMIDT RANCH  
SAM 51 - The Nifty One - hosted what was billed as a “Fun Fly” day at the Schmidt Ranch on Friday June 10, 2011. Due 
to the somewhat short notice and some confusion about the date, about ten participants showed for a day of relaxed practice/test flying. 
The weather cooperated with light to moderate wind and mild temperatures. There was no destruction of equipment save one “fried” TX. 
As usual there was more jaw flapping than flying. 

Flying started at a relaxed 9:30 and continued until about 12:00 when lunch became a necessity. With the  comfort of a brown bag  
lunch in hand there was little incentive for further flight activity, and the Ranch was cleared by 1:00.   
There was general agreement by all that more such “Fun Fly” days be scheduled for the “dog days” of this summer. 

Left: left to 
right, Monty 
Pate, Ken 
Holden, Eut 
Tileson, Jerry 
Oldershaw 
and Milt  
Mitchell, par-
ticipants from 
SAM 51 and 21 
enjoying the 
summer morn-
ing. 
 
 
Right Col-
umn: Monty 
Pate trots out 
his mighty 
Dallaire for a 
leisurely  flight; 
does the rec-
ommended 
pre-flight 
checks as-
sisted by Eut 
and finally, 
takes to the air 
 
 
 
Left: Jerry 
Oldershaw, 
SAM 21, 
cranks up his 
Torpedo pow-
ered Quaker 
for another 
relaxed prac-
tice flight 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Left: Left to 
right, Milt 
Mitchell, Eut 
Tileson and 
Monty Pate 
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SAM 21 Heritage Page 
In future issues, space permitting, we will feature items from past history of  the SAM movement, and in particular items that relate to SAM 21. Anyone reading this 
is encouraged to search your old photos or articles relating to SAM 21 and send copies via E-mail or hard copy to the editor’s addresses listed on page 12. 

My  Genuine Swiss Old Timer         By: Gianfranco Lusso 
In September last year my son telephoned me that he had found a glider built in 1941, by an eleven year old boy 

with the aid of his father. He told me that the glider was in good  shape and the price acceptable. Puzzled, I told him to 
buy it. This is how I got the Esso, a glider designed by the Swiss expert  Arnold Degen in1940. The plan, with the ap-
proval of  the Swiss Aero Club, was free for any Esso customer. 

I found the model was silk covered, built with all hardwood. and was not really in good shape.  The wing tip was 
broken, as were many strips, damage to the covering, but no warps. I decided to restore it. The first tiring job was to 
remove the covering using a lot of acetone. Then, after repairing  the broken strips and wing tips, I added the rudder 
and elevator control surfaces, two servos and an RX. The new covering was completed using silk for the fuselage, and 
polyspan for the wing and empennage.  

After seventy years the model was ready to fly again. A couple of hand glides, and then up on the high start with 
no problem. The model climbed perfectly straight and after release glided well. 

I have also tested it, without intending to, as a free flight. On the third flight I forgot to switch on the RX. Friends on 
the field were expecting a nice crash. Not at all, the model released from the tow line with no difficulty and started glid-
ing in very large circles, landing in a nearby field. One of the junior spectators rushed to recover it, and brought it back 
to me, astonished that a model could fly without RX command. (young people who do not know the “old time” free flight 
era !!!!!!) 

Now I fly it from time to time, enjoying it’s capability to turn very tightly, enabling it to stay in very small areas of lift, 
and good wind penetration. 

Left: The restored 70 year old ESSO 
glider overhead 
 
 
 
Right: Gianco’s nephew Leo 
(Leonardo) with the ESSO. It’s re-
ported that while Leo likes extreme 
aerobatics, he enjoys the more lei-
surely flight of the glider as a change 
of pace 

From Gary Leopold: 
 

“Here is a photo that a guy gave me last March at the Collecto 
in Fresno. He has had this photo since the late 50's.  

I am on the left, starting a B speed airplane with a Fox .29 that I 
had reworked. My friend, George Finato, is cranking an inertia 
starter.  

This took place at a contest somewhere in the Bay area run by 
W.A.M.”  (Western Associated Modelers)  
(note the lack of a streamlined spinner and the take off “dolly”)  

 Gary has recently repossessed a similar, but different, model 
from the same era. 

 
Thanks Gary. Anyone else have a similar photo or photos of the 
“good old days” ?  
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PARAPROSDOKIANS  
 

I had to look up "paraprosdokian". Here is the definition:  
"Figure of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or 
phrase is surprising or unexpected; frequently used in a humor-
ous situation."  
"Where there's a will, I want to be in it," is a type of parapros-
dokian.  
 

1. Do not argue with an idiot. He will drag you down to his level 
and beat you with experience.  
2. The last thing I want to do is hurt you. But it's still on my list.  
3. Light travels faster than sound. This is why some people 
appear bright until you hear them speak.  
4. If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.  
5. We never really grow up, we only learn how to act in public.  
6. War does not determine who is right - only who is left.  
7. Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not put-
ting it in a fruit salad.  
8. Evening news is where they begin with 'Good Evening,' and 
then proceed to tell you why it isn't.  
9. To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal from 
many is research.  
10. A bus station is where a bus stops. A train station is where 
a train stops. On my desk, I have a work station.  
11. I thought I wanted a career. Turns out I just wanted pay-
checks.  
12. Whenever I fill out an application, in the part that says, 'In 
case of emergency, notify:' I put 'DOCTOR.'  
13. I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.  
14. Women will never be equal to men until they can walk 
down the street with a bald head and a beer gut, and still think 
they are sexy.  
15. Behind every successful man is his woman. Behind the fall 
of a successful man is usually another woman.  
16. A clear conscience is the sign of a fuzzy memory.  
17. I asked God for a bike, but I know God doesn't work that 
way. So I stole a bike and asked for forgiveness.  
18. You do not need a parachute to skydive. You only need a 
parachute to skydive twice.  
19. Money can't buy happiness, but it sure makes misery eas-
ier to live with.  
20. There's a fine line between cuddling and holding someone 
down so they can't get away.  
21. I used to be indecisive. Now I'm not so sure. 
22. You're never too old to learn something stupid. 
23. To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever 
you hit the target.  
24. Nostalgia isn't what it used to be. 
25. Change is inevitable, except from a vending machine. 
26. Going to church doesn't make you a Christian any more 
than standing in a garage makes you a car.  
27. A diplomat is someone who tells you to go to hell in such a 
way that you look forward to the trip.  
28. Hospitality is making your guests feel at home even when 
you wish they were.  
29. I always take life with a grain of salt. Plus a slice of lemon, 
and a shot of tequila.  
30. When tempted to fight fire with fire, remember that the Fire 
Department usually uses water.  

"The early bird may get the worm, but the second mouse gets 
the cheese."  
   

… A Page To Lighten Things Up A Little 

Above: A“headless”  Ohlsson .60 - a new gasket won’ fix this one 

Above: A Playboy Senior glides in for a landing 

Above: Former SAM 21 member Bill Squires with his XP-3 pusher 
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This Just In … 2011 Euro Champs Results 

Above: Sam President Ed Hamler discusses “politics” or “rules” with Gabrieli  Montebelli.         
Looks like a beautiful flying site.                                                       Picture courtesy of László Török   

     The Clipper received a brief report of activities and results from SAM President Ed Hamler, who noted only fair re-
sults from the U,S, “team” of four, which consisted of Dick Bartkowski, Chuck Kime, Roy Brown, and Ed.  
A cursory look at the U.S. team results found Ed took the Silver in OTMR - B; Texaco 24th; S-400 24th; 1/2 A Texaco 
14th. Chuck Kime; S-400 31st; 1/2A Texaco 25th; Dick Bartkowski: Texaco 32nd; ELOT 37th; S-400 32nd; Roy Brown: 
1/2 A Texaco 19th; S-400 28th. The spread sheets were rather confusing - We hope we got it right. 

Event             Entries                                                                    Flew     
OTVR 45 42 normally over 90 gliders entered  
OTMR-A 10 10 good turnout for first year of new event  
OTMR-B 13 10 old standby    
NMR2.5 9 9 good turnout for first year of new event  
NMR 15 7 windy day    
1/2A Texaco 26 22 old standby    
Texaco 42 20 windy day    
Speed400 46 36 very popular    
ELOT 46 39 very popular    
 252 195     

 € 2,520      
 $3,628.80      
       

Originally entries were 295.  Leo Bussmeier and Alojz Padlhauser were last  
minute cancellations among others.     
Vladimir Kostecka, Lubo Hrncar, Petr Svoboda, Massimo Imoletti did not show.  
       

Summary of the event: 
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Here’s Your Copy of the July, 2011 SAM 21 Clipper 

SAM 21 Membership Application Form - 2011   
        
 

   
  SAM No.___________________ AMA No. ______________ 
                                    (Req’d if full) 

  Name: ___________________________________________                         
 
  Address _____________________________________________ 
 
  City, State, Zip ________________________________________ 
 
  Phone: ____________________________ 
 
  Email Address: __________________________ 
 
 

 
Now 

44 cents, 
Please! 

First Class            

PRESIDENT:   Brian Sargent:  15575 Upper Ellen Road Los Gatos, CA 95033  Tele: 408-353-1977 E-Mail: bhsargent@gmail.com  
VICE PREZ:    Jake Chichilitti: 509 Cambridge Street  Belmont, CA 94002 Tele: 650-595-8105 E-Mail: jake.chichilitti@yahoo.com 

SECRETARY: Dave Lewis:       2925 Miles Drive Santa Clara, CA95051 Tele: 408-246-2257 E-mail lewis966@comcast.net               
TREASURER: Lescher Dowling: 1122 Merrimac Drive Sunnyvale, CA 94087  Tele:408-739-0652 E-mail: lescher2@aol.com 

EDITOR:             Bill Copeland:  4863 Primrose Lane, Livermore, Ca  94551  Tele: 925-321-1552 E-mail: bnbent@pacbell.net 
Competition. Co-Ordinator: Dave Lewis  2925 Miles Drive Santa Clara, CA95051   Tele: 408-246-2257 E-mail lewis966@comcast.net   

Mail to Treasurer: 
    Lescher Dowling  

  1122 Merrimac Drive 
  Sunnyvale, CA 94087 


